Phase 3 Phonics Activity Booklet

Name ____________________________
Word and Picture Matching

- jam
- van
- jet
- vet
- jacket

Tricky Words Word Search

he  be  was
she  you  all
we  are  they
me  her  my
Sentence Substitution

Swap the underlined word with a word in the box to change the sentence.

Carl sat down on the **carpet**.
The **sheep** are in the shed.
I can see a **toad** on the road.
She has had lots of **books**.
They might meet in the **town**.

**pool**  **goats**  **moon**  **boots**
farmyard  **chair**  **fish**  **car**

Word and Picture Matching

- cobweb
- exit
- zigzag
- quack
- moth
Word and Picture Matching

- liquid
- chicken
- shed
- fish
- shell

Caption Handwriting

looking at books

Trace the caption.

looking at books

Trace the caption.

looking at books

Write the caption using the guides below.

looking at books

Can you write the caption on your own?
Caption Handwriting

the light of a torch

Trace the caption.

the light of a torch

Trace the caption.

the light of a torch

Write the caption using the guides below.

Can you write the caption on your own?

Word and Picture Matching

- path
- wing
- rain
- weep
- jeep
Read and Draw
Read the words and draw the pictures.

light
coat
road
boot

Caption Handwriting

digging in the soil

Trace the caption.

Write the caption using the guides below.

Can you write the caption on your own?
**Spot the Digraph**

Colour in all the things that have ng in them.

- burger
- ring
- sing
- church
- king
- fish

**Read and Draw**

Read the words and draw the pictures.

- moon
- foot
- book
- hook
Pictures and Captions Matching
Draw lines to match the pictures to the captions.

- boats on the river
- tools in the shed
- a goat and a cow
- fish and chips on a dish

Missing Trigraphs
Fill in the missing trigraph by choosing from the box below.

- ch ___ ___
- b ___ ___ d
- l ___ ___ tning
- pict ___ ___

- ure
- igh
- ear
- air
Missing Digraphs
Fill in the missing digraph by choosing from the box below.

icken             b         ger

t         g                 t         k
ar      ee      oa      ch      ur

Write the Word

fish

thumb

church
Find the Word
Read the sentence and fill in the missing word from the list below.

Mark and Carl got wet in the ______.

An ______ hoots at night.

Jim has seven silver ______.

The ______ gets up at six in the morning.

farmer    coins    owl    rain

Write the Word

queen

pizza

ring

Write it

queen

pizza

ring

Say it